
SPACES 
FOR 

EVENTS



Time stands still as the wax comes to life in this journey

through the history of knowledge and humanity through its

most representative eras and figures.

The Wax Museum is the perfect place to hold all kinds of

events; conventions, filming, photo shoots, dinners,

presentations or concerts.

We offer the most unique rooms of the museum, in an

ideal environment dedicated to leisure and social events.

WAX MUSEUM OF 
BARCELONA



Located after the museum’s hall, Sala

Barcelona is the perfect space to prepare a

cocktail before an event on our biggest

room, Sala Magna.

A place to start your night, let the guests

relax and start conversation while

accompanied by a replica of Park Güell’s

dragon.

SALA BARCELONA

40 45 cocktail



A large, open-plan space, the best place to

host dinners, product presentations, film

shoots, etc.

It is also possible to organize parties,

concerts and all those activities that require

a large setting and involve the attendance of

a large audience.

* The room has an additional space of 35m2

above the stage, and in the adjacent rooms

separated by a curtain.

SALA MAGNA

110 70120



SALA MAGNA



SALA MAGNA – Audio, video & sound

● Videowall 3x3 – Format 16:9 - (5760px X 3240px)

○ 9 Tvs Samsung 55”

○ 1 HDMI input

● Microphones

○ 2 Headband microphones

○ 1 Hand microphone with suport

● Audio system

○ Sound control: Yamaha TF-RACk + TIO 1608 Stage 

Rack

■ 8 Passive columns 12x3" 

■ 2 Self-powered subwoofers 18”

● Sound system for ambient music

○ 8 Passive loudspeakers 5"

● Show lighting system  

○ Light control: Light Shark LS CORE + NODE 4

■ 4 Led Chauvet bars DJ Color Band T3-BT

■ 8 Par LED Chauvet DJ SlimPar PRo QZ12 

Zoom 12*10wts

■ 3 Retall Mark Multiprofile Zoom Led 17º-50º, 

200W

■ 4 Mobile Chauvet Dj Intimidator Spot 475Z

■ 2 Elan MiniStrobeLED RGB 400

■ 6 Par LED Elan PSD-63 3*12w

● Sound and light controlled with tablet (check price)



Lounge located on the second floor of the

museum.

Perfect for intimate celebrations. Its set of

mirrors allows the simulation of a vault that

transports you directly into the middle ages

and considerably increases the feeling of

spaciousness of the room itself.

ICE & FIRE

50 3555



This room is located on the first floor of the

Museum.

Our Masters of Words room is perfect for

events such as meetings, dinners,

workshops, etc.

MASTERS OF WORDS

20 2040



In April 1973, El Bosc de les Fades opened its doors next

to the museum, a place set in an enchanted forest where

magic plays an important role.

A very special café that recreates the fantastic world of

fairy tales. Discover every secret this place has to offer:

every detail, every corner hides a fantastic story.

BOSC DE LES FADES



We offer our original café-bar for the

organization of all kinds of events:

networking, meetings, presentations,…

Surprise your guests with all the magic

and charm of the Bosc de les Fades

and enjoy an unforgettable evening

with us.

Bosc de les Fades has 3 connected

spaces: the forest (main & biggest

room), the Western and Passatge del

temps.

BOSC DE LES FADES

140 115150



BOSC DE LES FADES



Hidden among the fairies, we find a

multi-purpose room where you can

hold all kinds of celebrations;

corporate events, private parties,

conferences, among others.

PASSATGE DEL TEMPS

45 3550



PASSATGE DEL TEMPS



El Ribot, our former wax figure workshop, is a multi-

purpose space that can accommodate multiple public

arrangements.

This space allows for a wide range of activities such as

workshops, product presentations, virtual reality

experiences, scape room, film screenings, etc.

EL RIBOT



EL RIBOT

80 4060



WAX MUSEUM OF BARCELONA

Capacity ½ day 

Sala Barcelona 1.000 €

Sala Magna 2.000 €

Ice & Fire 1.000 €

Masters of Words 1.000 €

+ than 5 hours→ all the museum 4.000 €

CAPACITIES AND TARIFFS

40 45 cocktail

20 30 20

110 120 70

50 55 35

BOSC DE LES FADES

Capacity ½ day All day

Bosc de les fades 
(all rooms)

3.500€ 5.000€

Passatge del 
temps

500€ 1.000€

140 150 cocktail115

45 50 35

RIBOT

Capacity ½ day All day

Ribot (main room) 500€ 800€80 60 cocktail40

* In all our spaces we may offer a complete service with catering, audiovisual material, dynamization, etc. Ask us for availability and prices.
*  Prices may vary depending on calendar / time of the event. Prices shown are standard for weekdays.
* VAT not included



Contact us!
eventos@museocerabcn.com


